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Abstract: This research aimed at describing the kinds of directive utterances especially the commands 

force and to explain the translation techniques used in producing Green Book movie’s subtitle. In this 

study, the researcher uses Kreidler’s theory to classify the directive utterances in the movie subtitle and 

Molina & Albir’s theory to define the translation techniques used in producing the subtitle. This is a 

qualitative research with document analysis as the data collection technique. All of the data are taken 

from the utterances and the subtitle of Green Book movie. Based on the analysis, out of the 152 directive 

utterances, commands are the type of directive utterances which are commonly found. Those commands 

are generally translated by the combination of establish equivalent and reduction techniques. It implies 

that the translator seek to find the best equivalent of source language in the target and reduce or delete 

some insignificant parts of the utterances. The use of the two techniques indicates that the translator 

tries to make the translation easily understood by making it as simple and as short as possible.  Thus, 

space and time limitations in subtitling affect how the translator translated the directive utterance 

commands in Green Book movie.  
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Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan jenis-jenis tuturan direktif memerintah dan 

untuk menjelaskan teknik penerjemahan yang digunakan dalam pembuatan takarir film Green Book. 

Dalam penelitian ini, peneliti menggunkan teori Kreidler untuk mengklasifikasikan tuturan direktif 

dalam film dan teori Molina dan Albir untuk menentukan teknik penerjemahan yang digunakan dalam 

pembuatan takarir film ini. Penelitian ini adalah penelitian kualitatif yang menggunakan analisis 

dokumen sebagai teknik pengumpulan data. Semua data diambil dari tuturan dan takarir film Green 

Book. Berdasarkan analisis data, dari keseluruhan 152 tuturan direktif, tipe yang paling sering muncul 

adalah tuturan memerintah. Tuturan memerintah itu kebanyakan diterjemahkan menggunakan 

kombinasi teknik kesepadanan lazim dan reduksi. Hal ini membuktikan bahwa penerjemah berusaha 

menggunakan kata yang berpadanan dengan bahasa sumber di bahasa sasaran. Selain itu, penerjemah 

juga menghilangkan beberapa bagian yang maknanya tidak terlalu signifikan dalam tuturan direktif 

memerintah. Penggunaan kedua teknik penerjemahan tersebut menandakan bahwa penerjemah 

berusaha membuat hasil terjemahannya mudah dipahami dengan membuatnya sesederhana dan 

sependek mungkin. Sehingga dapat disimpulkan bahwa keterbatasan ruang dan waktu dalam takarir 

mempengaruhi cara penerjemah menerjemahkan tuturan direktif memerintah dalam film Green Book. 

Kata kunci: teknik penerjemahan, tuturan direktif, memerintah, takarir, film green book 

Introduction 

Pragmatics is one of linguistics branches that is very interesting to be analyzed. According 

to Levinson (1983, p.4), pragmatics is the study of language. Language can be both natural or 

and non-natural. It can contain indexical or deictic. A language in one sentence might have 

several meanings, and they depend on how each individual communicates. As mentioned 

before, pragmatics is a study of language aiming at finding out what the speaker's intention or 

initiative is. In speech acts, someone has the right to perform a kind of offering.  

Searle (1969, p. 105) defines seven kinds of speech acts: Assertive Utterances, Performative 

Utterances, Verdictive Utterances, Expressive Utterances, Directive Utterances, Commissive 
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Utterance, and Phatic Utterances. One of those speech acts is directive utterance. Kreidler 

(1998, p.18) stated that directive utterances are divided into three, namely, commanding, 

requesting, and suggesting. First, directive utterance commanding may occur if the speaker can 

control the speech partner's actions. For example, the speakers want to order or to demand. 

Second, the directive utterance requesting expresses the speaker's desire for the speech partner 

to take action or refrain from taking action. In contrast to directive utterance commanding, in 

requesting speakers do not have the authority to control speech partners to realize or to not 

carry out specific actions. 

In the case of translation, pragmatics has caused some problems. The context which is 

analyzed in pragmatics can make translations inaccurate and ambiguous. Translation is altering 

from one language to another language or from source language (SL) to target language (TL).  

Besides that, when a translator is trying to translate, she/he needs to adjust some elements 

such as text and context from a source language into the target language. The techniques used 

to adjust some translation elements are known as translation techniques. Based on Molina and 

Albir (2002, p 499), there are 18 kinds of translation techniques, namely: 1) Adaptation, 2) 

Amplification, 3) Borrowing, 4) Calque, 5) Compensation, 6) Description, 7) Discursive 

Creation, 8) Established Equivalent, 9) Generalization, 10) Linguistic Amplification, 11) 

Linguistic Compression, 12) Literal Translation, 13) Modulation, 14) Particularization, 15) 

Reduction, 16) Substitution, 17) Transposition, and 18) Variation.  

Lately, audio visual translation has been so familiar to us. A type of audio-visual translation 

which is commonly found is subtitling. Subtitling is a process to render source language in a 

target language from audiovisual to written text in order to make the viewers more understand 

what is meant by the spoken and visualized cast. The main problem of subtitling is the limited 

space and time which cause the inaccuracy in translation. 

This research aims at finding how directive utterances commanding are translated for the 

sake of movie subtitle. As it has been mentioned earlier, subtitling has caused some problems 

in producing accurate translation. This research will see the correlation of the how and why 

translator decides to use certain translation techniques in the making of movie subtitle.  

Research Method 

Qualitative research is used to find the interpreted data by analysing what people do and say 

in the context of language. This qualitative method is the popular method in language fields. 

Therefore, the data will be in the form of sentences, phrases and clauses. In this study, the 

researcher will focus on document or content analysis. Bowen Glenn A. (2009, p.32) mentions 

that a document analysis involves skimming, reading, and interpreting. This repetition process 

combines elements of content analysis and thematic analysis. Materials can include textbooks, 

newspapers, magazines, papers, films, manuscripts, articles, etc. 

Thus, data collection is limited to recording and documenting naturally occurring 

phenomena, for example, by recording interactions. In this study, qualitative research is 

concentrated on analyzing such in written text or recordings. In this study, the data are words, 

sentences and utterances containing directives utterances in the Green Book Movie English-

Indonesia subtitle. Furthermore, Flick (2017, p.28) added the definition of source of data, 

source of data may be the initial location where data come from or where physical information 

is first digitized. In this study a source of data is a movie entitled Green Book. The data are 152 

directive utterances and their translation. 

In conducting this research, the researcher will do some steps to collect the data. First, the 

researcher looks for various articles related to directive utterances (including the functions) and 

translation techniques. Second, the researcher studied a method of content and document 

analysis. Third, the researcher watches and understand Green Book movie (including directive 

utterances and translation techniques in subtitles). Next, the researcher analyzed the movie. 
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To collect the data of this study, the researcher focused on the characters’ conversations in 

the movie. In purpose, to find out the data dealing with directive utterances and explain more 

about translation techniques based on the original subtitles. Lastly, the researcher selects the 

data dealing with the purpose of the study.  In collecting the data, the researcher works in two 

different languages. The source language is in English, and the target language is Indonesian. 

In the data analysis technique, it is essential to point out the two main things: preparing the 

data to be analyzed and analyzing in detail every inch of it. Based on Lester, et al. (2020, p. 

102):  

“Taking a note on qualitative data analysis in research papers included the following: (a) 

the data should be proven enough to detail so that readers could catch up the research; (b) 

the process of analysis should be selected to be logically connected to the purpose of the 

study; (c) the analysis process should be validated.” 

 

Hence, the data analysis technique in this research is lead in several steps by watching the 

movie and taking a note to collect the relevant data. To avoid ambiguous data in this study, the 

researcher has to interpret the whole data into an easy-to-understand form. After the data have 

been collected, then the researcher analyzes them systematically.  

To make it systematic, the researcher follows some steps as follow. First, the researcher 

watched the whole movie. Moreover, the researcher put two English and Indonesia subtitles to 

make it easier to take notes. Second, recording every directive utterance in the movie, the 

researcher writes down two different kinds of language (English and Indonesia). Third, 

analyzes the researcher as soon as possible do the analyses. Lastly, making a conclusion based 

on the data analyses. 

Result and Discussions 

This study aims to find how each type of directive utterance and how they are translated 

from English to Indonesian. Thus, the researcher counted the total data. Based on types of 

directive utterance and translation techniques used, the researcher will analyze the most appears 

and the less appears to see their implications in subtitling. Here, the researcher is presenting 

the result of the data analysis in the table below:  

Table 1. The Directive Utterances Commands and the Translation Techniques  

Types of Directive Utterance Translation Techniques Total 

Command Single Variant 

Couplet Variant 

Triplet Variant 

Four Variant 

26 

48 

16 

3 

 Sub Total 95 

  

In the table above, it is shown the distribution of directive utterances speech act in the movie. 

There are 152 total data categorized as directive utterance. It is revealed that commanding 

directive speech act found the most with the total (93 data). The command utterances are 

translated by using single variant translation technique in 28 data, couplet variant in 48 data, 

triplet variant in 16 data and four variants in 3 data.  

Commands Translated with a Single Variant 

a. Amplification 

(008/GB/CM) 

SL: Put this on your kick.  

TL: Simpanlah.  
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The context of this directive utterance is when Mr. Loscudo wants to give a reward to Tony 

because Tony succeeds in finding his hat. Here, Mr. Loscudo forces Tony to take the reward, 

but Tony refuses to take it. Mr. Loscudo keeps saying this utterance, persuading Tony and 

repeatedly makes a gesture meaning to command Tony to take the rewards. In addition, this 

expression is not offering but asking someone to take something. In order for Tony should take 

the reward from Mr Loscudo, Tony should do an action. In the data (008/GB/CM), “put this 

on your kick” is translated into “simpanlah”. Based on the oxford dictionary, “put” means to 

move or to place something somewhere. Meanwhile, “your kick” is an idiom. The idiomatic 

expression “Put this on your kick” means asking someone to save or to keep something. By 

translating this utterance into “simpanlah”, the translator applied amplification translation 

technique by making the idiomatic expression more explicit in the target language. 

b. Establish Equivalent 

(017/GB/CM) 

SL: Fill it out while you wait. 

TL: Isi selagi menunggu.  

 

The context of this situation is when Tony arrives at the interview location and Amit (Don 

Shirley's assistant) utters this sentence. Tony had to sit down, wait for the queue, and fill out 

the form that Amit gave. Amit told Tony to fill it out based on the data. “Fill it out” is used to 

make something full/complete. In this context, Amit commands Tony to write down on the 

form before he enters the interview room. In translating this utterance from source language to 

the target language, the translator chooses the common words in target language. In source 

language, “fill it out” becomes “isi”, “while you wait” becomes “selagi menunggu” which are 

recognize as a common equivalent in target language.  

c. Literal Translation 

(004/GB/CM) 

SL: Do yourself a favor. Go home with your friends. 

TL: Bantulah dirimu, pulanglah dengan temanmu.  

 

The context of the statement above is when Tony, as the speaker, saw someone making a 

fuss in his workplace. Thus, he does not want something terrible might happened. He asks the 

guest to leave. In the data code (004/GB/CM), “go home” can be interpreted that the speaker 

asked the listener to leave immediately. In here, the translator used literal translation because 

the source language “go home with your friends” is translated into “pulanglah dengan 

temanmu”. The translator transferred the utterance word-by-word which sometimes produces 

an unnatural equivalent in the target language.  

Commands Translated with Couplet Variant 

a. Amplification + Established Equivalent 

(078/GB/CM) 

SL: Let the spook go. 

TL: Biarkan Negro itu pergi. 

The context of the data above is when the bartender saw Don Shirley is beaten by the 

gangster. It makes his bar crowded and chaotic, so he utters this sentence. Furthermore, Don 

was heavily drunk. Based on the data above, the utterance belongs to command expression. 

The speaker is asking nicely to the listener. The bartender has the right to stop the gangster 

because he is the bar owner. By using his power as a bar owner, he asked the gangster to let 

Don go. In here, the translator used two translation techniques. First, in source language, 

“spook” is translated into “negro”. Literally, the meaning of spook is ghost or something which 
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looks horrible. The use of this expression shows that the speaker is actually mocking Don’s 

race. By translating “spook” into “negro”, the translator wants to be more explicit in delivering 

the message of the original. Second, the rest of the sentence is translated by terms recognize as 

a natural equivalent in the target language which means that the translator used established 

equivalent. 

b. Borrowing + Established Equivalent 

(053/GB/CM) 

SL: Eyes on the road, Tony.  

TL: Fokus ke jalan, Tony.  

 

When saying this utterance, Don notices Tony to keep on looking back and trying to build 

a conversation with him. Don Shirley feels uncomfortable and prefers to stay quiet in the 

roadway. Don as the boss is superior and has the right to control the situation. He tells Tony to 

keep an eye on the road because Tony continuously says unimportant things to build 

conversation with him. Don is afraid that something wrong might be happening in a flash. 

Therefore, “Eyes on the road” is a command expression. In the data above, the translator used 

pure borrowing in transferring the name of the person, Tony. Then, “eyes on the road” becomes 

“fokus ke jalan” is included in established equivalent technique because it is not translated 

word-by-word but by considering the context of the utterance. 

c. Borrowing + Modulation 

(020/GB/CM) 

SL: Give me a Rheingold.  

TL: Ambilkan Rheingold. 

 

The situational context of this data is when Tony goes to the bar to drink. He orders to the 

barista. The sentence above applied command expression because the word “give me” is an 

order expression from the speaker to the listener, or it can be define as handing over something 

to someone and something which is meant here is Rheingold, brand of a beer. Usually, when 

someone goes to a bar, he/ she will use formal language to order something. In this movie, 

Tony Lip, the main character, is already well-known as the waiter. Obliviously, he orders 

something in informal language. Based on the data number (020/GB/CM), pure borrowing is 

used to translate “Rheingold”, a popular brand of beer. Next, there is a change of point of view 

in the translation. “Give me” in TL means “berikan kepadaku” while “ambil” means “to take”. 

When the source language says “give me”, it means that there is an indirect object “me” before 

the direct object “Rheingold”. While in the target language, the indirect object is missing. The 

only left is the direct object “Rheingold” after the verb “ambilkan”. It can be concluded that it 

is a modulation translation technique because there is a changing point of view from the indirect 

object “me” into the direct object “Rheingold”. 

d. Established Equivalent + Literal Translation 

(048/GB/CM) 

SL: When it low, let me know.  

TL: Kalau sisa sedikit beri tahu aku.  

The context of the data above is when the speaker gives money to the listener and wants to 

know if the listener needs more money. Here, the speaker tells the listener that if the money is 

running low, the listener should inform the speaker. “Let me know” can be included as 

command utterances because the speaker says to the listener that he should let him know if the 

money runs out. In addition, the speaker is superior to the listener. In the end, the one who will 

take responsibility is him. Here, the translator used two kinds of translation techniques. First, 

the utterance “when it low” becomes “kalau sisa sedikit” is translated by using established 

equivalent technique. Second, “let me know” becomes “beri tahu aku” is literal translation 
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because, in target language, we can use “katakan kepada saya” or “sampaikan kepada saya”. 

The translator is not focused on the common words but prefer to focus on the meaning of the 

sentence. Therefore, the translator translates them word-by-word. 

e. Established Equivalent + Particularization 

(067/GB/CM) 

SL: Eat that goddamn thing! 

TL: Makan ayam itu! 

 

The utterance above is stated by Tony, Don’s manager. He forced Don to eat the fried 

chicken. Furthermore, the sentence is not formal and he used harsh words too. Here, the 

researcher concludes this is a command expression because the speaker intended to take control 

over the listener. In the data (067/GB/CM), the translator used the closest equivalent of source 

language in target language when translating “eat” into “makan”, “thing” which refers to the 

object of the verb eat into “itu”.  Meanwhile, “that goddamn thing” is translated into “ayam 

itu” indicating that the translator uses particularization by expliciting the object which is going 

to be eaten.  

f. Established Equivalent + Reduction 

(033/GB/CM) 

SL: I want you to write me a letter. 

TL: Tuliskan surat untukku.  

 

The context of the data above is the talk between Tony and Dolores when Tony is about to 

leave Dolores. Dolores wants Tony to write her a letter when he arrives at the hotel. Here, the 

speaker desires the listener to do what she wants. The speaker utters “I want you to write me a 

letter” means that the listener should write a letter to the speaker. The word “want” can be 

means as a need or need someone to do something. The translator used two kinds of translation 

techniques. First, reduction technique is used in deleting “I want you to” in target language. 

Second, established equivalent in “write me a letter” becomes “tuliskan surat untukku” which 

is acceptable common words in both source language and target language. 

Commands Translated by Triplet Variant 

a. Amplification + Borrowing + Established Equivalent 

(039/GB/CM) 

SL: Make sure it’s a Steinway as per my contract.  

TL: Pastikan merk Steinway sesuai kontrak.  

 

The context of this sentence is when Don Shirley wants Tony to check out Don’s needs. As 

a written contract, Don Shirley should be playing piano brand Steinway. In underlining this 

analysis, “make sure it’s a Steinway” is used to confirm something and the one who confirms 

is not the speaker but the listener. Next, “as per my contract” is something absolute and non-

negotiable, after all. So, here, the listener must find Steinway. Therefore, this utterance includes 

the expression of a command. In the sentence above, there is no word that pointing out the 

target language “merk”. It means that the translator added information about the next word 

after it. Translation techniques amplification is applied here, because amplification includes a 

piece of added information. The next word after that is “Steinway” which is translated as 

“Steinway” means that the translator used pure borrowing because that is a brand of a piano. 

The utterances “make sure” which is translated into “pastikan” and “as per my contract” which 

is translated into “sesuai kontrak” are established equivalent because the translator chooses the 

natural equivalent in target language. 

b. Amplification + Established Equivalent + Reduction 
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(052/GB/CM) 

SL: Now, wipe off your knees.  

TL: Bersihkan debumu.  

 

The context of this sentence is when Don is about to get in the car and sees Tony's knees 

look dirty. Don Shirley asked him to clean it with his hands. The word “Now” can be used to 

ask attention. So, “now” is something that the listener should do first before doing anything 

else. Before Tony drives the car, he should clean up his knees, no matter what. The sentence, 

“now, wipe off your knees” is translated into “bersihkan debumu”. By comparing the source 

and target language, the researcher found three translation techniques used in translating this 

utterance. The first is a reduction of the word “now” which is not translated in the target 

langauge. Second, “wipe off” is translated into “bersihkan” which is the closest and equal 

translation in target language and it can be concluded that it is established equivalent. Last of 

all, “your knees” is translated into “debumu” means that it is paraphrasing of meaning, rather 

than translating it into “lutut”. It can be included in amplification translation technique. 

c. Borrowing + Established Equivalent + Generalization 

(083/GB/CM) 

SL: Don't be lazy, Tony. Enunciate. 

TL: Jangan malas, Tony. Lakukanlah.  

 

The context of the data above is that Don Shirley wants Tony to speak fluently, properly 

and learn new vocabulary. In the previous analysis explanation, the researcher has already 

mentioned the critical word of commands is “do not”. The expression “do not” is used to 

express prohibition. In addition, “enunciate” is an action that refers to pronunciation. So, here, 

the speaker asked the listener to pronounce something specific at that moment. In the data 

(083/GB/CM), the translator transfer the name of the person as it is, Tony. Second, “don’t be 

lazy” becomes “jangan malas” which is exactly word-by-word in target language. Third, 

“enunciate” becomes “lakukanlah” which is more general expression in the target language. 

Enunciate in target language can be translated into “lafalkan/ejahlah”. 

d. Established Equivalent + Generalization + Reduction 

(064/GB/CM) 

SL: Take it. I am throwing in the back.  

TL: Ambillah. Akan kulempar.  

 

The context of this expression is when Tony forced Don Shirley to make fried chicken for 

him. The data shows the speaker is not offering but wants the listener to accept it. Furthermore, 

the speaker warns the listener that “I am throwing in the back” could lead to something that is 

unpleased. So, before the speaker does something that makes the listener annoyed, the listener 

should accept the command from the speaker. The translator used three translation techniques 

in translating this utterance. In source language, “throwing in the back” becomes “kulempar” 

in target language. In target language, “lempar” could lead in any direction. Here, the source 

language “in the back” can be translated into “ke belakang” in target language. So, it is 

generalization and reduction translation techniques. In addition, the rest of the sentence is 

common in the target language thus it is established equivalent technique which is used. 

e. Established Equivalent + Particularization + Reduction 

(032/GB/CM) 

SL: Don’t go too far.  

TL: Jangan main kejauhan. 
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The context of the data above is when Tony’s family gathers to say goodbye to him because 

he had to leave his family for several months. Then, Tony leaves messages for his children. 

The boys run away, playing around and Dolores utters this sentence. The word does not include 

words that states prohibition, which means that it is not allowed; it should not. In addition, the 

speaker of this sentence is a parent and the listener is their child. In contrast, children should 

follow the best advice from their parents. So, this sentence can be classified as command 

utterances. Based on the data (032/GB/CM), first the translator translated “don’t” and “far” by 

using established equivalent. For some reasons, the translation is the closest in target language 

meaning. Second, “go” is translated into “main” which is more specific. Go means “pergi” and 

“main” in source language is “play”. The word “go” is more general rather than “play”. It 

means that the translation used particularization technique to transfer it. Last of all, “too” here 

showing a reduction translation technique. The translator does not translate this word which 

actually could be translated into “terlalu” or “sangat” depends on the context. 

f. Established Equivalent + Reduction + Transposition 

(054/GB/CM) 

SL: Before we pull out Tony, we need to have a talk.  

TL: Sebelum pergi kita harus bicara. 

 

The context of the sentence above is when Don Shirley wants to have a challenging 

conversation after hearing the lousy issue about Tony. So, he needs Tony's point of view. The 

whole sentence above proves a command utterance because “before we pull out Tony” can be 

defined before they continue their activity. The listener or Tony should do something for Don 

as the speaker. Meanwhile, “we need a talk” is the main point of the utterance. According to 

the Oxford Dictionary, the word “need” means to require something/somebody to do something 

because something is essential or critical. In the data above, the translator used established 

equivalent translation techniques in most of the time. Some part of the utterance like “before” 

becomes “sebelum”, “pull out” becomes “pergi”, “we need to have a talk” becomes “kita harus 

bicara” are translated by using established equivalent technique.The translator also used 

reduction in deleting the name of the person, Tony. Then, the translator changed the 

grammatical category in the source language “before we pull out” in target language into 

“sebelum pergi kita”. 

Commands Translated by Four Variant 

a. Amplification + Borrowing + Established Equivalent + Reduction 

(038/GB/CM) 

SL: Tony, the first thing I'd like you to do when we arrive in the city is check the piano when 

I'm playing.  

TL: Tony, hal pertama yang kau lakukan saat tiba di kota adalah pastikan merk pianonya.  

 

The context of this sentence is when both of them, Tony and Don Shirley, leave New York 

for the tour. The first-ever conversation Don Shirley instructed Tony is this utterance. This 

utterance can be included as a command expression because the speaker mentions “the first 

thing” aims to obey what has already been told, or the listener should be taking a note or really 

remember this important thing. So, if the speaker wants the listener to “check the piano”, it is 

something that must be followed. Based on the data above, the translator adds details in target 

language by adding the term “merk”. In the source language, “merk” means “brand” while in 

fact there is no such information in the source language. It means that the translator adds some 

information to the target language. Therefore, it is the amplification technique which is applied. 

Second, the translator used pure and naturalized borrowing in transfering source language to 

target language. “Tony” is pure borrowing because it is name of the person and naturalized 
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borrowing is piano because in the target language piano is piano. Next, the translator reduces 

some words in translating: “I’d like”, “we arrive”, “when I’m playing”. “I’d like” is translated 

in target language into “saya mau”, “we arrive” is translated into “kita sampai” and “when I’m 

playing” is translated into “saat aku bermain”. Last of all, in the rest of the utterance, the 

translator used established equivalent technique. 

b. Borrowing + Established Equivalent + Modulation + Reduction 

(002/GB/CM)  

SL: Hey, give me Loscudo's hat. 

TL: Ambilkan topi Loscudo.  

 

The context of this data is when Tony asks for Loscudo’s hat from the waiter. The Oxford 

Dictionary explains the use of the expression “give me”. “Give me” menas to ask someone to 

handover something. Here, the listener should receive what the speaker order. So, it is included 

as a command expression. In translating this utterance, the translator used three translation 

techniques. First, reduction is used in translating the expression “hey”. Second, “Loscudo’s 

hat” becomes “topi Loscudo” include pure borrowing and established equivalent techniques. 

Third, the point of view is changing in the source language. When translating “give me 

Loscudo’s hat” becomes “ambilkan topi Loscudo”, the translator used modulation translation 

techniques.  

c. Borrowing + Established Equivalent + Particularization + Reduction 

(035/GB/CM) 

SL: Dee, put this in a bank today.  

TL: Dee, masukkan ke rekening.  

 

The context of this sentence is when Don as the speaker and Dolores as the listener are 

having a small conversation before Don leaves his family for a few months. He utters these 

messages to ask for Dolores help because he is in a rush. The word “today” might mean 

different things, for example, in 24 hours, immediately, or as soon as possible. This sentence 

can be included as a command expression because the message should be done immediately 

by the listener. Based on the data above, the translator used pure borrowing to translate name 

of the person “Dee”. Second, “put this” is established equivalent because it is close to the 

meaning in the target language. Next, “bank” is translated as “rekening” which is more specific 

in target language. The word “bank” points at a place where people do banking activity. In 

target language, “rekening” is one of the products offer by a bank. It shows how 

particularization translation technique is used in translating this utterance. There is also a 

reduction in translating this utterance. It is when the translator deleted the word “today” from 

source language in the target language despite its meaning which shows the urgency of the 

utterance.    

d. Borrowing + Established Equivalent + Reduction + Generalization 

(026/GB/CM) 

SL: Okay, it’s your job to get Don to all his tour dates on time. Now, if he misses any shows 

you’re not getting your back end. 

TL: Tugasmu mengantar Dr. Don tepat waktu. Jika dia lewatkan pertunjukkan kau tidak 

dapat semuanya.  

 

The context of the moment is when a record label CEO comes over to Tony’s apartments to 

deliver the car. Then, he utters this sentence. Based on the data above, the speaker commands 

the listener what he should do after the moment. “Okay, it’s your job to get Don to all his tour 

dates on time” pointing out what the things should be done by Tony as the listener. 

Furthermore, the speaker stated that the listener might not get his wage for four months if he 
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does not do what the speaker say. In translating the above utterance, the translator uses four 

kinds of techniques namely borrowing, established equivalent, reduction and transposition. 

First, pure borrowing is applied here because Don, name of a person, is translated as it is TL. 

Second, there is reduction in several words in SL there are: “okay”, “to all his tour dates”, and 

“now” are not translated in TL. Third, “on time” becomes “tepat waktu” and “if he misses any 

shows” becomes “Jika dia lewatkan pertunjukkan” show the use of a term or expressions 

equivalent in the TL. In this case, established equivalent is applied. Last of all, in translating 

“you’re not getting your back end” becomes “kau tidak dapat semuanya”, the translator applied 

the generalization technique by replacing “back end” which means the salary or the outcome 

of a project with “semuanya”.  

Conclusion and Suggestions 

The finding of the research shows that there are 152 directive utterances uttered by the 

characters in the Green Book Movie. Based on Kreidler, directive utterances could be 

categorized into three major types namely command, request and suggestion. Among those 

directive utterances, command is found to be the most frequently used by the characters in the 

movie. There are 93 directive utterances command in Green Book movie. Directive utterance 

command is used to impose the listener to do something asked by the speaker. In uttering 

directive utterance command, speakers need power over the listener so that the imposition 

would work. 

In analyzing the translation techniques, this research adopts Molina & Albir’s translation 

techniques classification. To do so, the researcher looks at two different languages. English 

utterances are considered as the source language and Indonesian subtitles as target language. 

Because the data are in the form of utterances, some combinations of translation techniques 

appear. There are some directive utterance commands which are translated with single variant, 

couplet variant, triplet variant, and fourth variant of translation techniques. It is categorized 

based on how the translator transferred those directive utterance commands from source 

language to target language.  

The finding shows that directive utterance commands are most likely to be translated by the 

combination of established equivalent and reduction techniques. The use of established 

equivalent technique means that the translator tries to use natural, common, and recognized 

terms or expressions in target language. This will help the movie subtitle readers to get the 

points or the messages directly. The use of reduction technique clearly indicates that the 

translator wants to make the subtitle as short as possible without changing the meaning of the 

whole movie’s script.  This finding correlates to the problems and limitations of audio-visual 

translation especially subtitling. The limited time and space has made the translator try to find 

the easiest and simplest way in delivering the message to the target language readers. By doing 

so, the movie audience will not be burdened by the subtitle. They will enjoy watching the movie 

without considering that they have to read the subtitle at the same time.  
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